Your *EBSCO Discovery Service* implementation is complete.

Here are the keys to keeping your tool valuable for years to come:

- **Provide** access to the most relevant (to you) content from our always expanding index. EDS releases new content frequently, are you adding the content you want available? Notifications are sent regularly; contact your sales representative if you are not receiving the EDS Content Update newsletter.

- **Understand** how your patrons are using EDS. Usage reports provide a quick snapshot of the overall usage of EDS and how frequently your EDS profile is seeing use.

- **Align** your brand and users search needs all the way through your discovery service. Review the customization options EDS has to offer. After all, things change and your discovery service should change with them. Keeping your branding up to date, reviewing search limiters, or browsing our library of apps and widgets will help connect your resources to the people who need them.

- **Verify** that your knowledge base, link resolver, and catalog are up to date and represent all of your holdings (if applicable to your account). Remember, full-text links are set up to help keep your discovery tool a delivery tool.

- **Enhance** your users search needs. Consider creating additional versions of EDS, tailored to a specific group’s search needs.

- **Increase** your understanding of this important product. Attend one of our training sessions with our experienced instructors. Online training is available on a variety of topics, including live and recorded sessions on Revisiting Your Discovery Tool. Visit EBSCO’s training site to find out more: http://support.ebsco.com/training/